MEET FACILITIES DAY – SUNDAY, 14.7.2019: 14.30 –17.30
THEMED SIGHTSEEING TOURS

Tour 1: Anniversary Tour

Brandenburger Tor, 1989 @Landesarchiv Berlin

Tour 2: The divided city

J6YJWY Berlin @Foto: Brian Harris/ Alamy Stock Photo

Tour 3: Street Art

Berliner Hinterhof @visitBerlin, Foto: Günter Steffen

Tour 4: Charlottenburg Midnight Tour in
the afternoon

Eingang zum U‐Bahnhof Kurfürstendamm @visitBerlin, Foto: Thomas Kierok

Tour 5: The green side of Berlin

Kreuzberg, Landwehrkanal, Paul‐Lincke‐Ufer @visitBerlin, Foto: Dagmar Schwelle

„We celebrate two anniversaries –
70 years ago, Stalin invented the embargo of Berlin. The Allies
responded to it with the famous Air Lift. It was tough times for all the
people involved. What was all this about? 30 years ago, the Berlin
wall came down. A historical and very emotional event which was
recognized world‐wide. What in fact made this event happen?
With this tour I will proof to you how entertaining history can be. On
our relaxed drive through the city we will also find a nice spot to have
a cup of coffee."
Guide: Burkhard Heyl
“During our Tour through the divided Berlin, which until the fall of the
Berlin Wall was the front city of the cold war, we will see remaining
parts of the Wall, visit historical places and hear thrilling stories.
Stories about people who fled to the west or were separated from
their loved ones through the wall. Moreover, you will learn about the
consequences the Wall had for the city and how Berlin is developing
since the fall of the Berlin Wall.”

Guide: Eva Jaehnert
„Large‐scale murals, colorful writings, tiny figures or Guerrilla knitting
‐ Streetart is the most versatile expression of urban lifestyles. In the
nineties, Berlin started to emerge as a center of creativity and to this
day the city magically draws in young artists from all over the world.
Especially the hip neighborhoods of Berlin display a dazzling array of
forms and messages.
Let your guide take you along to discover this urban artform away
from the main tourist spots and dive into the creative diversity of
streetart in Berlin!”
Guide: Stefanie Krüger

„This tour leads you to Charlottenburg to give an idea of the
developments in this former West‐Berlin city center. We will also
have a look into the streets in which a more global flair is generated
by new restaurant and bar openings.”

Guide: Jeannette Malin‐Berdel
„In our trip to the south of Berlin, we will be driving through the
electoral hunting ground Grunewald, visit Schwanenwerder (one of
the most expensive residential areas of Berlin) and Wannsee, driving
by Max Liebermann´s villa and the Villa am Wannsee (where the
Wannseekonferenz took place). There will be an exit at the
monument Flensburger Löwe with a great view over the Wannsee.
Via AVUS (the first motorway in the world) we will bring you back to
Berlin.”

Guide: Michael Weiss

